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Most antioxidants you are familiar with – vitamins such as E or C, selenium, and phytochemical antioxidants such as those in green tea or wine – act, directly or indirectly, as scavengers of oxidant molecules; in other words, they try to clean up the damage after it has already been done. This is worthwhile, of course – but unfortunately, these scavengers fail to prevent many of the downstream consequences of oxidant stress that contribute to disease and dysfunction. That’s one key reason why clinical trials with antioxidant vitamins have often yielded rather paltry results.

Phycocyanobilin (PhyCB) is an antioxidant with a difference. PhyCB is a key component of the blue-green algae spirulina, constituting about 0.6% of its dry weight. Although it also can scavenge oxidants, recent research has established that PhyCB, like its chemical relative bilirubin, can act as a very potent inhibitor of the NADPH oxidase enzyme complex – the chief source of pathological oxidant stress in the body.¹ ² In other words, PhyCB goes right to the source of the oxidant stress, turning it off.

Here’s a simple analogy. Visualize a faucet that is jammed open, with water filling the basin and lapping over onto the floor. Think of the water on the floor as oxidant stress. Most antioxidants act like mops – though typically each antioxidant can work on only part of the floor. In contrast, PhyCB simply shuts off the faucet!

Why does PhyCB have such exciting potential for promoting health? Medical science is establishing that oxidant stress generated by overactive NADPH oxidase plays a key mediating role in a vast range of health disorders, including:

Atherosclerosis / Hypertension / Cardiac Hypertrophy and Congestive Failure / Tissue Damage from Heart Attack or Stroke / Insulin Resistance Syndrome / Complications of Diabetes – Kidney Failure, Blindness, Heart Disease / Osteoporosis / Osteoarthritis / Inflammatory Carcinogenesis / Alzheimer’s Disease / Parkinson’s Disease / Chronic Inflammatory Disorders / Erectile Dysfunction / Sleep Apnea/ Sun-Induced Skin Damage / Liver Cirrhosis / Pulmonary Fibrosis/ Killer Influenzas…and more!³

Some scientists also suspect that oxidative stress from NADPH oxidase contributes to the loss of cognitive function associated with aging, and can adversely affect exercise performance. And NADPH oxidase is active in many cancers, making them grow more aggressively.⁴
It is becoming clear that, in a high proportion of health disorders, NADPH oxidase becomes activated in afflicted tissues, and the resulting oxidative stress either drives or exacerbates the disorder.

And there is another line of evidence suggesting that PhyCB may be markedly protective in humans. As we’ve noted, PhyCB is a close chemical relative of the compound bilirubin, which is produced in the human body and likewise can inhibit NADPH oxidase.5-7 Owing to a harmless genetic fluke, some people – said to have “Gilbert’s syndrome” – have chronically elevated blood levels of bilirubin throughout life. Not only does this appear to be completely safe, but studies are now showing that people with Gilbert’s syndrome enjoy substantial protection from heart disease and the complications of diabetes.8-10 And a very recent study found that the age-standardized rate of all-cause mortality was about half as high in people with Gilbert’s as in people without it!11

Unfortunately, there aren’t any rich naturally occurring sources of bilirubin, or of its immediate precursor biliverdin – and these compounds are extremely expensive to synthesize, so it doesn’t look like they will come into use as supplements any time soon. Which makes it all the more fortunate that spirulina is such a rich source of the bilirubin mimic PhyCB.

The recent discovery that PhyCB can inhibit NADPH oxidase – even when ingested orally – casts an intriguing light on the ample research literature that has evaluated spirulina and its chief protein phycocyanin (which carries the PhyCB molecule) in rodents. In study after study, orally administered spirulina or phycocyanin has provided important protection in rodent models of human health disorders. The diseases shown to benefit from spirulina or phycocyanin in these rodent models include atherosclerosis, diabetes, diabetic kidney damage, Parkinson’s disease, fatty liver disease, allergies, rheumatoid arthritis, colitis, multiple sclerosis, stroke, hypertension, premature senility, and drug-induced birth defects.12-36 The list will no doubt grow longer as more scientists begin to appreciate the antioxidant power of PhyCB.

But what does this mean for us humans? So far, the very limited clinical evaluations of spirulina supplementation have used doses so low – usually only 2 or 3 grams daily, or 4-6 capsules – that they can’t be expected to replicate the impressive results seen in rodent studies. By using standard techniques to extrapolate to humans the spirulina doses that have been highly protective in rodents, it has been estimated that a daily intake of 15-30 grams might be required – about 1-2 rounded tablespoons daily.3 In capsule form, 15 grams corresponds to 30 capsules daily!

Aye – there’s the rub! Because spirulina does not taste good – and it smells worse. Which explains why, with one exception, published clinical trials with spirulina haven’t tested doses within this range. (The one exception, which tested 19 grams daily, reported that spirulina markedly improved the impaired insulin sensitivity of drug-treated HIV patients – but 40% of patients dropped out because they didn’t like the spirulina!)37
And so far, no nutraceutical company has taken the trouble and expense to develop a PhyCB-enriched spirulina extract for use in supplementation, so you will need to ingest whole spirulina to get the benefit of PhyCB. (One company, Desert Lake Technologies, is now offering a source of phycocyanin that might eventually be distributed in supplement form – but it is 4-5-fold more expensive per unit phycocyanin than the phycocyanin in intact spirulina, so it will be a pricey proposition.)

Fortunately, the flavor of spirulina can be masked to a degree. It can be reasonably palatable when a tablespoon of spirulina is blended with a cup of soy milk and a ripe banana or other fruit, with a little extra sweetener. In a commercial product known as Chocolatl Verde, the flavor of spirulina is masked with cocoa powder; most people find this acceptable – some even like it - when two scoops (providing 15 grams of spirulina) are blended into a cup of vanilla soy milk. (Available online: http://www.nutriguard.com/vitamin-store/phycocyanin-phytochemicals-protective-foods/50-chocolatl-verde.html. Mea culpa: the author developed and markets this product.)

At this point, no one can guarantee that spirulina will provide humans with the range of health benefits seen in rodents – the clinical trials necessary to assess this simply haven’t been done to date, and we can’t yet be sure that humans metabolize PhyCB the way that rodents do. But nothing prevents you from using your common sense and adding spirulina to your daily diet. In fact, spirulina was a key component of the diet of the Aztecs, and is still used as food by some tribes in East Africa; these groups simply skimmed wild-growing spirulina from the surface of lakes. Spirulina is rich in protein and low in fat, a good source of essential vitamins and minerals, and is notably high in the eye-protective carotenoid zeaxanthin. It has proved to be safe in both rodent and clinical studies, and the farmed spirulina grown in the U.S. – made by the Earthrise and Cyanotech companies - has been awarded Generally Recognized As Safe status from the U.S. government. In rodents, not only is spirulina not teratogenic – it prevents birth defects when pregnant rodents are fed teratogens!35, 36 Adding spirulina to your diet is simply a smart choice.
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